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Sciences, National University of Singapore, SingaporeABSTRACT Although magnetic tweezers have many unique advantages in terms of specificity, throughput, and force stability,
this tool has had limited application on short tethers because accurate measurement of force has been difficult for short tethers
under large tension. Here, we report a method that allows us to apply magnetic tweezers to stretch short biomolecules with accu-
rate force calibration over a wide range of up to 100 pN. We demonstrate the use of the method by overstretching of a short DNA
and unfolding/refolding a protein of filamin A immunoglobulin domains 1–8. Other potential applications of this method are also
discussed.INTRODUCTIONSingle-moleculemanipulationmethods have been developed
to study the force spectrum of DNA and protein for >10
years. Optical tweezers,magnetic tweezers, and atomic force
microscope (AFM) are the most widely used techniques (1).
Among them, the magnetic tweezers have many unique
advantages in terms of specificity (compared with AFM),
no heating (compared with optical tweezers), throughput
and force stability (compared with optical tweezers and
AFM) (1). However, magnetic tweezers have had limited
application for short tethers (<1 mm) at high force regime
(>20 pN), because accurate measurement of force has been
difficult under such conditions (1).
On the other hand, stable mechanical manipulation of
short molecules over a wide force range is important. It
will permit the studies of 1), binding of a single DNA-dis-
torting protein to a single DNA site, which often requires
DNA of <100 nm (2,3); 2), force-induced DNA structural
transitions at high spatial resolution; and 3), mechanical
stability of proteins by direct stretching. The relevant force
range in the above-mentioned studies is ~1–100 pN. For
example, unwrapping the nucleosome DNA from the
histone octamer surface requires a force of 3–15 pN (4,5);
the force required to unzip the two strands of a DNA (or
RNA) duplex is in the range 10–20 pN, depending on
sequences and other factors that affect DNA basepair (bp)
stability (6,7); the DNA overstretching transition occurs at
forces >60 pN (8,9). Most important, one of our main tar-
geted applications is to study the mechanical stability of
proteins. Unfolding a protein requires forces in a wide
range, from ~10 pN to >100 pN (10,11). This makes it
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using magnetic tweezers. The purpose of this research is
to develop a method for accurate force measurement up to
100 pN for magnetic tweezers to stretch short molecules.
Here, we describe the method based on a design of tweezers
similar to that used by other labs (12–14) (Fig. 1 A).
Before describing the method, we explain the conven-
tional force calibration of magnetic tweezers. In magnetic
tweezers experiments, one end of the tether is fixed to
a surface, and the other end is attached to a paramagnetic
bead. Force is generated by an external magnetic field
toward its gradient. The force is calibrated based on the
thermal fluctuation of the position of the bead by the
formula F ¼ kBTz=d2y , where kB is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the absolute temperature, z is the extension of the tether
along the direction of force, and d2y is the variance of the
fluctuation along a direction perpendicular to the force.
This formula was first introduced by Strick et al. (15), and
it applies to any kind of polymer that is tethered to the cover-
glass through a rotation-free hinge, from free-joint chain to
rigid rod, as long as the polymer does not have interaction
with the surface (16).
For an accurate force measurement, the sampling rate, f,
must be substantially faster than the Lorentzian corner
frequency, fc ¼ F=2pzg; where g is the drag coefficient of
the bead (1); g ¼ 6phr in the solution not very close to
any surface. Here, h is the viscosity of the buffer and r is
the radius of the spherical bead. Given a sampling rate of
60–100 Hz, for a 10-mm tether, the force that can be
measured is up to ~100 pN using a 3-mm bead (1). For
a tether <100 nm, the upper limit of the measurable force
is ~1 pN. These simple estimates are in agreement with
a recent thorough theoretical analysis (17). Due to their
diminished ability to calibrate force in the case of short
tethers, in particular under large tension, magnetic tweezers
have rarely been applied to studies of the mechanicaldoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.12.3700
FIGURE 1 (A) Schematic figure of the magnetic tweezers setup (not to
scale). Force is controlled by adjusting the distance, d, between the magnet
pair and the bead. M is the induced magnetization of the bead, which is
aligned along the same direction as the magnetic field. A bead is stuck
on the surface as a reference to eliminate drift in all dimensions. (B) Sche-
matic figure of the effective pendulum, which has a length of the tether
length plus the bead radius. Bead fluctuation along the y-direction is used
to measure the force.
FIGURE 2 (A) Force versus distance for different testing beads denoted
by different colors. The data were obtained using 48,502 bp l-DNA. Solid
lines were obtained using the double-exponential fitting formula described
in the text. The bead heterogeneity is denoted by a proportional factor, C.
(B) The calibration curves in A can be shifted along the force axis to over-
lap. The overlapped data were used to generate the fitting parameters
(a1 ¼ 76, a2 ¼ 140, g1 ¼ 1:53, and g2 ¼ 0:42) of the double-exponential
decay function: F ¼ a1 expðd=g1Þ þ a2 expðd=g2Þ. The dark solid
curve is the fitted curve and the red dashed line shows that a single-expo-
nential fitting function could only fit force up to ~25 pN.
518 Chen et al.stability of short nucleic acids and proteins, as well as their
interactions.
To date, only a few experiments have been reported in
which magnetic tweezers were used to stretch short tethers.
One common solution to the difficulty of force measurement
was based on a calibration curve of force versus magnet
vertical position (Fig. 2 A). Such a calibration curve was
usually obtained by using a long DNA tether that allows
accurate measurement of large force (18,19). Although
this method is simple, heterogeneity of bead properties
can result in inaccurate force measurement. As shown in
Fig. 2 A, at a given magnet vertical position, d, from the
bead, the forces that applied to Dynal M-280 paramagnetic
beads (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were very different for the
different beads tested. At a given d, the force applied to
a strong bead can be nearly two times that applied to
a weak bead. Therefore, a more rigorous method that allows
for exact measurement of the force applied to the bead used
in the experiment is necessary.
Here, we report a method that allows direct measurement
of forces from ~1 pN to ~100 pN when stretching short
tethers. In the subsequent sections, we describe the principle
of the method, the calibration of its accuracy, and finally the
applications of the method to overstretching a short DNA
and unfolding/refolding filamin A immunoglobulin domains
1–8 (IgFLNa 1–8).METHODS
Fig. 1 A is a sketch of the design of the tweezers. The bead is illuminated
from the objective, and back-scattered light from the bead is used for
imaging. Such a design allows a very small gap between two magnets to
generate big forces (13). In such a design, the force is applied to the para-
magnetic bead perpendicular to the focal plane. The bead position in the
focal plane can be determined by the self-correlation method with a resolu-
tion of <5 nm (12). The bead position perpendicular to the focal plane can
also be obtained with similar resolution by analyzing the diffraction pattern
of the defocused bead image at different defocusing planes (12,20). The
drift in all directions is eliminated by a reference bead fixed on the surface.Biophysical Journal 100(2) 517–523More details of the setup and its alignment are included in the Supporting
Material (Setup details).
In the design sketched in Fig. 1 A, the directions of the magnetic field
and the resulting magnetization of the bead are the same and in parallel
to the focal plane. This direction is defined as the x-direction. The force
direction is defined as the z-direction. Then, the y-direction, which is
perpendicular to the xz plane, is uniquely defined in the Cartesian coordi-
nate. When a short tether is stretched, the fluctuations of the bead along the
x-direction and along the y-direction are distinct: at any magnet position,
the y-fluctuation is always larger than the x-fluctuation (Fig. S2 in the Sup-
porting Material). In addition, the variance of the y-fluctuation decreases
when the magnet is moved closer to the bead, suggesting that y-fluctuation
is a monotonic function of the force. In contrast, the x-fluctuation does not
apparently respond to the applied force (see Supporting Material, Bead
fluctuation in x-y plane).
The cause of the distinction between the two fluctuations has been dis-
cussed previously (17). The bead motion along the x-direction is a transla-
tional motion of the tether end superimposed on a rotational motion of the
bead around the y axis. Because the tether is short, the translational fluctua-
tion of the tether end is very small. Because the paramagnetic bead tends to
align itself along themagnetic field direction (the x-direction in Fig. 1A) with
a preferred orientation (1,15), the rotational fluctuation around the y axis is
suppressed. This caused the insensitivity of the fluctuation amplitude to
changes in force. Similar analysis can be applied for the bead motion along
FIGURE 3 Force-extension curve representation of the overstretching
transition of three 586 bp GC-rich dsDNA molecules in 150 mM NaCl,
pH 7.5 buffer, at 24C. The transition forces were measured in the range
64–68 pN. The forward (squares) and reverse (circles) transitions overlap-
ped each other, suggesting that the transition is the B-to-S transition.
Improved High-Force Magnetic Tweezers 519the y-direction. There is a major difference from the x-fluctuation: the rota-
tional fluctuation in the y-direction around the x-axis is free, since it does
not change the preferred bead alignment with the field (21). Therefore, the
y-fluctuation of the bead can be considered as a pendulumof size rþ z, where
r is the radius of the bead, and z is the extension of the tether (Fig. 1 B). With
this understanding, the force can be calculated using a revised formula,
F ¼ kBTðr þ zÞ=d2y . This formula was first introduced in the thesis of Strick
(22) and was published recently in the work of Velthuis et al. (17).
The y-fluctuation of the bead has important applications when short
tethers are stretched: due to the large r of the bead, the effective extension
r þ z can be ~15 times larger than the tether extension z when short tethers
of ~100 nm are stretched with the use of 2.8-mm Dynal M-280 beads.
Therefore, it can provide transverse fluctuation, d2y , that is large enough
to measure forces up to 15 pN. This force range already covers forces
involved in many important DNA-protein interactions. With the ability to
stretch a short tether, it becomes possible to study the interaction between
a single DNA and a single protein (2,3). As a comparison, if one wants to
measure force up to 15 pN using x-fluctuation, the tether length should
be >1 mm, making it difficult to detect the binding of a single protein.
The next challenge is to expand the measurable force range to ~100 pN.
One possible way to do this is to use a calibration curve of force versus
distance between magnets and beads, F(d), obtained from stretching
a long DNA tether (18,19). However, as shown in Fig. 2 A, heterogeneity
of the bead properties can result in significant inaccuracy in force measure-
ment using this method. Therefore, it is important to eliminate the uncer-
tainty that results from the heterogeneity of the bead.
It is interesting to note that the F(d) curves in Fig. 2 A obtained using
48,502 bp l-DNA from the different beads shown could be shifted verti-
cally to overlap very well (Fig. 2 B). It is implicit, noting that the force
axis in Fig. 2, A and B, is in logarithm scale, that F(d) curves for different
beads are related only by a proportional factor. This observation can be
understood by analyzing how force is generated to a paramagnetic particle
by the magnet pair. In the force range of interest here, 1–100 pN, the
distance between the magnet and the bead is in the range 0.3–5.5 mm.
In this range, the magnetic field generated by the magnet pair is estimated
to be >0.2 T according to the recent finite element calculation based on
similar magnet pairs (13). At this distance range, the magnetization of
the Dynal M-280 bead is nearly saturated (23–25). The force applied to
the bead is therefore F ¼ MdB=dz, where M is the saturated magnetic
dipole moment of the bead and dB=dz is the gradient of the magnetic field
along the z-direction (23,24). Different beads may have different M, which
becomes the only parameter that describes the bead heterogeneity. For two
different beads, F1ðdÞ=F2ðdÞ ¼ M1=M2 is independent of d. Therefore, in
logarithm scale, F1(d) and F2(d) should be related to each other by a trans-
lational shift along the y axis only, which is in agreement with our obser-
vations (Fig. 2, A and B).
A recent simulation has shown that the magnetic field decays approxi-
mately exponentially as d increases (13). This suggests an approximate
analytical relation between force and distance d: F ¼ C expðd=gÞ, where
g is a fitting parameter that describes how rapidly the force decays as
d increases and C is a fitting parameter proportional to M that describes
the bead heterogeneity. Such an exponential F(d) relation has been experi-
mentally verified in a mild force range and has been empirically used in
magnetic tweezers experiments (14). In the force range 2–25 pN, the same
kind of single-exponential formula for magnetic force reasonably applies
to our system as well. However, it fails at higher forces (Fig. 2 B). We found
that a double-exponential function could give a good fitting for the data in
Fig. 2 B up to 100 pN:F ¼ a1 expðd=g1Þ þ a2 expðd=g2Þ, where
a1 ¼ 76, a2 ¼ 140, g1 ¼ 1:53, and g2 ¼ 0:42. Any curve obtained from
a particular bead is simply this function times a proportional factor C that
describes the bead heterogeneity (Fig. 2 A).
Since forces<15 pN can be measured using the y-fluctuation of the bead,
as discussed above, the single parameter C can be directly obtained by
fitting the formula in the force range <15 pN. This extrapolation formula
will then allow us to achieve higher forces.APPLICATIONS
DNA overstretching transition
Double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) undergoes a well known
overstretching transition in a narrow force range near
65 pN (8). It is now clear that there exist two distinct tran-
sition pathways: a fast, nonhysteretic B-to-S transition
leading to an elongated dsDNA structure, referred to as
S-DNA, and a slow, hysteretic strand-unpeeling transition
leading to strand separation (9,26,27). Previous studies of
the DNA overstretching transition using optical tweezers
or magnetic tweezers were done only for large DNAs
(a few microns or longer). It was found that pulling 3030,
5050, and 3050 ends all resulted in DNA overstretching at
~65 pN (8,28). Overstretching transitions of short DNA
were only reported using AFM (27), in which the end spec-
ificity of the DNA fragments could not be well controlled.
To our knowledge, precise transition dynamics have never
been reported.
Here, we demonstrate the use of our method to study the
overstretching transition of short DNA. We used a short
GC-rich dsDNA (~60% GC) of 586 bp whose ends were
labeled with biotin and digoxigenin on the same strand
(details of the DNA construct are included in the Supporting
Material). This dsDNAwas linked between an antidigoxige-
nin-coated coverslip surface and a streptavidin-coated para-
magnetic bead (Dynal M-280).
We first overstretched the DNA in 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5,
at 24C. Fig. 3 shows the transition plateau of three different
DNAs (with squares for forward transition and circles for
reverse transition). The forward and reverse transitions over-
lap each other, suggesting that under this condition the
overstretching transition is the B-to-S transition. This obser-
vation is in agreement with the finding that DNA with high
GC content tends to undergo B-to-S transition under similar
buffer conditions previously reported for large DNA (9). The
transition forces fell in a narrow range of 64–68 pN, in perfectBiophysical Journal 100(2) 517–523
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plateau under similar conditions (8). This result validates
our force measurement method.
We then overstretched the same type of DNA in 10 mM
NaCl, pH 7.5, at 24C. We monitored the dynamic changes
of the DNA extension at each force for ~7 s. Fig. 4 A shows
the force-extension curve representation of the transition
(open squares). At a force slightly larger than 60 pN, the
overstretching transition occurred, and it was similar to
the transitions in Fig. 3. However, when the force was
decreased (open circles), the extension no longer overlapped
with that in the forward-stretching process. Even at forces
far below the transition force, the DNA extension could
not return to the B-form DNA extension, suggesting that
the tether was converted to single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
after the transition. This result is in agreement with the
finding that the transition pathway could be switched from
the B-to-S transition to the strand-unpeeling transition by
small changes in buffer conditions that decrease the
DNA-bp stability previously reported for large DNA (9).
Fig. 4 B shows the time course of the DNA extension
under constant force in the transition plateau. The blackFIGURE 4 (A) Force-extension curve representation of the overstretch-
ing transition of the same type of DNA as in Fig. 3 in 10 mM NaCl, pH
7.5 buffer, at 24C. The transition is nonreversible: after transition, one
strand of the dsDNA was unpeeled and the other strand was left between
the bead and the surface. (B) Detailed stepwise strand-unpeeling dynamics
recorded in the transition plateau under constant force (red and green). The
dynamic extension fluctuation at forces before and after the transition is
shown in black and blue.
Biophysical Journal 100(2) 517–523(58.3 pN) and blue (63.7 pN) data were recorded right
before and right after the transition. Under these forces,
the extension was fluctuating around the respective mean
value with small fluctuation amplitudes. However, inside
the transition plateau (60.0 and 60.9 pN), the dynamics
became very different. At 60 pN, extension of DNA jumped
from 220 nm to ~270 nm after a waiting time of 0.9 s. At
extensions around 270 nm, DNA fluctuated between two
states with an extension difference of ~15 nm. After we
increased the force to 60.9 pN, extension of DNA jumped
again to 350 nm with a similar waiting time. The cause of
the stepwise dynamics in the strand-unpeeling transition is
the same as that observed in the DNA strand-unzipping tran-
sition (6): both need to go through sequence-dependent
energy barriers at the respective transition forces. As shown
in Fig. 4 B, by stretching short DNA, the strand-unpeeling
transition dynamics was revealed in unprecedented detail.Unfolding and refolding of IgFLNa 1–8
A major motivation to develop this method was to study
protein unfolding and refolding when constant force is
applied. The capability of measuring force in the range
1–100 pNwhen short tethers are stretchedmakes such studies
possible using magnetic tweezers.
Below, we describe the results of stretching IgFLNa 1–8
(details of the IgFLNa 1–8 construct are included in the Sup-
porting Material). FLNa is an actin-filament binding protein
(ABP) that supports tension in the actin network (29–32). It
has an actin-binding domain and 24 Ig domains. FLNa
exists as a dimer through an interface located at Ig domain
24. The FLNa dimer can cross-link actin filaments to form
an orthogonal network. It can also bind to many
membrane-integrated proteins, thus helping to link actin
filament to membrane. FLNa plays an important role in
cell shape and mobility (30). Here, we only stretch the first
eight Ig domains (IgFLNa 1–8) to demonstrate the use of
our method to study protein unfolding and refolding.
IgFLNa 1–8 is labeled with His-tag at the N-terminus and
Avi-tag at the C-terminus. A biotin is ligated to the Avi-
tag. In the experiments, the His-tag end is attached to
a Nickel-nitrilotriacetic-acid (NTA)-coated glass surface
and the biotin end is attached to a streptavidin-coated para-
magnetic Dynal M-280 bead (see Supporting Material for
more details).
Fig. 5 A shows an overall pulling cycle recorded during
one experiment. The force was incrementally increased
from ~3 pN. At each force, extension was recorded from
the vertical position of the bead for ~15 s if no unfolding
event occurred. At forces <40 pN, the extension fluctuated
around a constant mean value within the recording-time
window. At ~48 pN, five successive unfolding events
occurred. Around 2 min after the fifth unfolding event, we
reduced the force to study the refolding process. At
~6.2 pN, one refolding event occurred. Another occurred
FIGURE 5 Unfolding and refolding of IgFLNa 1–8. (A) The force-extension representation of IgFLNa 1–8 unfolding and refolding. In the forward force
scanning process (squares), force was incrementally increased. At each force, the protein was held for ~15 s if no unfolding event occurred. The upward
arrows show the unfolding of five domains successively at 48 pN. Force was then decreased step by step (circles). Folding processes of IgFLNa domains
upon decrease of force to 6.2 pN and 4.8 pN are shown by downward arrows. (B) Successive unfolding process of five domains at 48 pN: the first four un-
folding events occurred within 6 s, and another unfolding event occurred after 100 s. (C) At 6.2 pN, the folding occurs in one single step. Smoothed extension
by averaging nearest-neighbor data points recorded in a 0.5-s time window is shown in red. (D) At 4.8 pN, dynamic fluctuation between an unfolded and
a more compact state was observed over a long time (~90 s). Smoothed extension using the same 0.5-s time window is shown in red. In B–D, the starting
time of the data was set to 0 s. (E) Histogram of the contour length of unfolded domains of IgFLNa 1–8. The released contour length is calculated from the
unfolding step size and the unfolding force based on the wormlike-chain model with persistence length of 0.4 nm.
Improved High-Force Magnetic Tweezers 521at ~4.8 pN. The x,y position of the bead was monitored to
make sure the extension jump was the response of protein
and not an unexpected transient interaction with the surface
or bead rotation, and the position did not change during the
unfolding and refolding events.
Fig. 5 B shows the dynamic unfolding process of the five
unfolding events that occurred at ~48 pN. The first four un-
folding events occurred within 6 s after force was increased
to 48 pN, whereas the last unfolding event took >100 s to
occur. The dramatic variation in the time needed for each
unfolding event to occur suggests that unfolding different
FLNa Ig domains requires overcoming different energy
barriers. This is not surprising, since these Ig domains
have different compositions of amino acids. Within the
force range (<100 pN) our tweezers were capable of
applying, we were unable to unfold all eight domains within
the time window of a few minutes. For all the IgFLNa 1–8
stretched, the maximal number of unfolding events we
observed was six. It is likely that there are two very stable
domains that may require forces beyond the capability of
our tweezers to unfold.
To our knowledge, the dynamic refolding process of
unfolded FLNa Ig domains at constant force has not been re-
ported previously. This is because the force of <10 pN and
timescale of a few minutes required to refold was beyond
the capability of conventional AFM. The time course inFig. 5 C shows the refolding dynamics recorded at
~6.2 pN with a sudden drop in extension by ~17 nm.
Fig. 5 D shows another refolding time course recorded at
~4.8 pN; extension fluctuated between two distinct values
within our recording-time window of ~90 s. Such fast
dynamic fluctuation between two states was previously
observed in an experiment that stretched RNase H using
optical tweezers (33). In our experiment, such extension
fluctuation was not likely a fluctuation between a natively
folded domain and the unfolded state of the domain; other-
wise, one would expect to see unfolding events at forces
<10 pN, which are not seen in Fig. 5 A. One likely explana-
tion is that it was a fluctuation between an unfolded domain
and an unstable compact intermediate state.
An earlier AFM study of unfolding the titin Ig domains
reported that the unfolded polypeptide chain can be
described as a wormlike chain with a persistence length of
~0.4 nm (11). Using the model, we calculate the contour
length released from each unfolding event based on the
force at which the unfolding occurred and the unfolding
step size (34). Fig. 5 E shows the histogram of the released
contour length from many unfolding events. The distribu-
tion is consistent with previous AFM data showing a peak
of 31 nm for FLNa Ig domains, which have an average of
~96 amino acids/domain (35), and a peak of ~29 nm for titin
I27, which has 89 amino acids (36,37). The total contourBiophysical Journal 100(2) 517–523
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and the folded Ig domain is 4 nm. Thus, the contour length
change of unfolding one domain should be ~32 nm. This
result suggests that each unfolding event represents unfold-
ing a single Ig domain in IgFLNa 1–8. More details of the
model we used to convert the unfolding step sizes into
released contour length are included in the Supporting
Material (wormlike chain model of extended peptide chain).DISCUSSION
We showed that the thermal fluctuation of the bead along the
direction perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the
direction of force could be used to calibrate force up to
~15 pN using Dynal M-280 beads to stretch short tethers.
We also showed that the force range could be extended to
up to ~100 pN by direct extrapolation that took into consid-
eration the bead heterogeneity. The validity of this method
was confirmed by reproducing the ~65-pN force plateau
of the well-known DNA overstretching transition (8). This
method allows, to our knowledge, the first magnetic twee-
zers manipulation of short molecules over a wide force
range of up to 100 pN, and it is nearly as convenient as
that for stretching long molecules. As demonstrated by the
two applications described in this article, our method has
important applications for studying micromechanics of
short DNA, proteins, and, potentially, the interactions of
small molecules.
Compared with AFM, magnetic tweezers have the advan-
tages of attachment specificity, better force resolution,
intrinsic operation in force-clamp mode, and great mechan-
ical stability by using a reference bead to eliminate drift in
all directions. Compared with optical tweezers, magnetic
tweezers have the advantages of no heating, being able to
directly stretch short molecules without long handles, and
being able to work with dirtier samples (1). The main disad-
vantages of magnetic tweezers are lower temporal resolu-
tion and lower spatial resolution. Overall, magnetic
tweezers have become a very useful complementary method
to AFM and optical tweezers in the field of stretching short
molecules.
The advantages of magnetic tweezers enabled us to inves-
tigate the mechanical stability of short DNA and protein.
Two applications were discussed in this article. One is
a study of the dynamics of the force-induced strand-unpeel-
ing transition of a short DNA. Before this experiment, it was
difficult to study this transition with such high spatial reso-
lution due to the use of large DNA (9). Two important obser-
vations were made: 1), the existence on the short DNA of
two distinct overstretching transition pathways was
confirmed; and 2), the recorded dynamics of the stepwise
force-induced strand-unpeeling transition suggest. that the
force-induced strand-unpeeling transition also needs to
overcome sequence-dependent energy barriers, similar to
force-induced DNA unzipping (7). After the transition, theBiophysical Journal 100(2) 517–523dsDNA became two separated ssDNAs. The second applica-
tion is the unfolding and refolding of IgFLNa 1–8. This is
the first time we know of that this protein has been success-
fully unfolded under constant force over a long period of
time. Of more importance, it is also the first time, to our
knowledge, that the stepwise dynamic refolding process of
this protein under constant force has been monitored. Our
refolding data also suggest that the unfolded protein likely
needs to go through intermediate conformational states
before the native state is achieved.
Although the two examples included in this article are
both force-induced structural transitions of short biomole-
cules, the method can be used to study many other important
biological questions. One particularly useful application of
the method will be to study specific binding of DNA-distort-
ing proteins, which requires short DNA templates (2). The
application will also be useful for studying ssDNA binding
proteins with high spatial resolution, since short tethers can
be used, which will dramatically improve the signal/noise
ratio. This is important, since ssDNA, as a very soft polymer
(persistence length ~0.7 nm (8)), has much larger extension
fluctuation compared with dsDNA of the same contour
length at the same force. In addition, it is straightforward
to produce a short ssDNA tether directly from short dsDNA
using the force-induced strand-unpeeling transition.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Setup details and three figures are available at http://www.biophysj.org/
biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(10)05216-1.
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